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Design Beck Design



Wonderfully stylish and functional.

In times where even living space is becoming more and more of a luxury, creative solutions are 

needed that can easily make more out of less. This is why Rolf Benz MERA has been designed 

as a real game changer in terms of space. The remarkably smart system, boasting numerous 

sophisticated features, is concealed cleverly behind irresistible elegance. 



Surprisingly fl exible, reassuringly comfortable.

Whether as an individual or sectional sofa: Rolf Benz MERA is love at fi rst sight – and at second 

glance too, because the graceful appearance conceals a wealth of functionality. As a result, the 

sofa offers superb individuality, both in terms of its design and comfort.



Nicer than sitting: floating.

Rolf Benz MERA is impressively small on proportions but big on lightness – slimline feet and a delicate 

frame make the sofa look like it’s floating. And that’s also just how it feels, thanks to the superbly soft 

seating. Even in a small space, the sofa offers plenty of room for personality, because you can choose 

from two seat heights, different cover options and a frame in silver, traffic black or umbra grey textured 

paint, or polished chrome. Optional additional cushions complete the overall picture and complement 

the feel-good experience.



A space-saving game changer in any form.

Made up of various combinations of fl exible back rests, seats and side sections, the system accom-

modates a wide range of sofa compositions with personalised reclining and seating positions. In the 

position for raising the legs, the foot section is exactly at seat height. This not only feels great, but 

it looks good, because it allows self-contained islands to be created. A steplessly adjustable back 

and upwards-folding cushions create an extra-high back rest that offers exceptional comfort. Even 

the headrest can be moved to the user’s preferred position. Adjustable side sections for reclining 

and sitting cross-ways as well as a back that can optionally be adjusted from its upright position to 

a reclining position complete the many hidden comfort functions that turn every living space into 

your very own dream space. And every day offers new comfort possibilities.



Rolf Benz MERA is best accompanied with coffee tables that match its elegance and which 

can be adapted to any change to the sofa confi guration in the blink of an eye. The Rolf Benz 973 

is both an occasional table and a tray. Thanks to its fi ne loops made from dark brown emery 

leather, it copies every movement of the sofa and adds the fi nishing touch to every living space. 

The sheet steel top is available in ten colours (signal white, olive yellow, iron grey, grey-brown, 

ocean blue, traffi c black, beige-red, silver-grey, sapphire blue or umbra grey) and can, on request, 

be combined with one of the three designs of the graceful solid wood frame (oak, black oak or 

American walnut). The solid wood Rolf Benz 948 occasional table is just as convenient. With its 

practical handle, it can always be easily brought to where it is needed. Just the companion you 

want to put at the side of a fl exible sofa like Rolf Benz MERA.

Stylish companions.
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